Mountain-wave turbulence in the presence of directional wind shear over the Rocky Mountains in Colorado is investigated. Pilot reports (PIREPs) are used to select cases in which moderate or severe turbulence encounters were reported in combination with significant directional wind shear in the upstream sounding from Grand Junction, Colorado (GJT). For a selected case, semi-idealized numerical simulations are carried out using the WRF-ARW atmospheric model, initialized with the GJT atmospheric sounding and a realistic but truncated orography profile. To isolate the role of directional wind shear in causing wave breaking, sensitivity tests are performed to exclude the variation of the atmospheric stability with height, the speed shear, and the mountain amplitude as dominant wave breaking mechanisms. Significant downwind transport of instabilities is detected in horizontal flow cross sections, resulting in mountain-wave-induced turbulence occurring at large horizontal distances from the first wave breaking point (and from the orography that generates the waves). The existence of an asymptotic wake, as predicted by Shutts for directional shear flows, is hypothesized to be responsible for this downwind transport. Critical levels induced by directional wind shear are further studied by taking 2D power spectra of the magnitude of the horizontal velocity perturbation field. In these spectra, a rotation of the most energetic wave modes with the background wind, as well as perpendicularity between the background wind vector and the wavenumber vector of those modes at critical levels, can be found, which is consistent with the mechanism expected to lead to wave breaking in directional shear flows.
Introduction
Mountain waves, also known as orographic gravity waves, result from stably stratified airflow over orography. These waves can break at different altitudes and influence the atmosphere both locally, by generating, for example, aviation-scale turbulence (Lilly 1978) , and globally, by decelerating the general atmospheric circulation (Lilly and Kennedy 1973) . Several studies have investigated the role of mountain-wave activity in a wide range of atmospheric processes taking place in the boundary layer (e.g., Durran 1990; Grubi sić et al. 2015) , in the midtroposphere (e.g., Jiang and Doyle 2004; Strauss et al. 2015) , in the upper troposphere (e.g., Worthington 1998; Whiteway et al. 2003; McHugh and Sharman 2013) , in the stratosphere (e.g., Carslaw et al. 1998; Eckermann et al. 2006) , and in the mesosphere (e.g., Broutman et al. 2017) .
Orographic gravity wave breaking in the mid-and upper troposphere can generate turbulence at aircraftcruising altitudes. This is one of the known forms of clear-air turbulence (CAT), and it occurs, among other occasions, when large-amplitude waves approach critical levels, as this leads to a further increase of the wave amplitude. Critical levels correspond to singularities in the wave equation, where waves cease to propagate and break or are absorbed into the mean flow (Dörnbrack et al. 1995; Grubi sić and Smolarkiewicz 1997) , and above which the wave motion is no longer sustained, provided the Richardson number of the background flow is larger than about 1 (Booker and Bretherton 1967) . For atmospheric flows where the wind direction a Current affiliation: British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, United Kingdom. changes with height, the existence of critical levels is controlled by the relative orientations of the background wind vector and the horizontal wavenumber vector at each height. Broad (1995) and Shutts (1995) used linear theory to investigate the effects of directional wind shear on the gravity wave momentum fluxes, introducing the theoretical and mathematical framework for gravity wave drag in winds that turn with height.
Generally, mountain-wave critical levels exist when U Á k H 5 u 0 k 1 y 0 l 5 0 [where U [ (u 0 , y 0 ) is the background wind velocity and k H [ (k, l) is the horizontal wavenumber vector] . For unidirectional shear flows [u 0 5 f(z), y 0 5 0, where f is an arbitrary function] or flows over two-dimensional ridges (l 5 0), the definition of critical level reduces to u 0 5 0. For directional shear flows [u 0 5 f(z), y 0 5 g(z), where f and g are arbitrary functions] over idealized three-dimensional or complex (i.e., realistic) orographies (where k 6 ¼ 0 and l 6 ¼ 0), critical levels occur when the wind vector is perpendicular to the horizontal wavenumber vector, as expressed by the general condition presented above. This condition is difficult to assess from standard physical data, as the orientations of the wavenumber vectors can only be evaluated in Fourier space.
Previous theoretical and numerical studies investigating mountain waves in directional shear flows include Shutts (1998) and Shutts and Gadian (1999) , who studied the structure of the mountain-wave field in the presence of directional wind shear; Teixeira et al. (2008) , Teixeira and Miranda (2009) , and Xu et al. (2012) , who focused on the impact of directional wind shear on the mountain-wave momentum flux and, thus, on the gravity wave drag exerted on the atmosphere; and Guarino et al. (2016) , who investigated the conditions for mountain-wave breaking in directional shear flows and their implications for CAT generation. All these studies considered idealized situations with a wind direction that turns continuously with height. This flow configuration is the simplest possible with directional wind shear and represents a prototype of more realistic flows.
We are aware of only two observational studies of this problem in the literature focused on real cases: Doyle and Jiang (2006) studied a wave breaking event in the presence of directional wind shear observed over the French Alps during the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP), whereas Lane et al. (2009) studied aircraft turbulence encounters over Greenland and attributed the observed generation of flow instabilities to the interaction between mountain waves and directional critical levels.
In this paper, mountain-wave turbulence occurring in the presence of directional wind shear over the Rocky Mountains in Colorado is investigated. Numerical simulations for a selected turbulence encounter are performed using a semi-idealized approach, for which the WRF-ARW Model is used in an idealized configuration, but initialized with the real (albeit truncated) orography and a realistic atmospheric profile. A similar mixed approach, consisting of simulating a real event using a rather idealized model configuration, has been used in the past, for example, by Doyle et al. (2000) , to study the 11 January 1972 Boulder, Colorado, windstorm and by Kirshbaum et al. (2007) , to study orographic rainbands triggered by lee waves over the Oregon coastal range. This method allows us to retain the elements necessary to reproduce the mechanisms responsible for mountain-wave generation and breaking, while working in simplified conditions that facilitate physical interpretation. The simulation results are compared with theory and with idealized simulations, for a more comprehensive description and better physical understanding of the flow. The aim is to isolate the role of directional wind shear and determine its relevance in causing the observed turbulence event.
Because of its complexity, the wave breaking mechanism in directional shear flows is not currently taken into account for CAT forecasting purposes. Investigating its role in real turbulence encounters, as this paper aims to do, is part of the fundamental research needed to improve the forecasting methods of mountain-wave turbulence, which is currently one of the most poorly predicted forms of CAT (Gill and Stirling 2013) . In fact, although mountain-wave turbulence is included in the forecasts provided by the London World Area Forecast Centre (WAFC), its prediction is still based on a method developed by Turner (1999) , relying on diagnostics of the gravity wave drag from its parameterization in a global model (which itself does not accurately represent mountain-wave absorption by directional wind shear). A first attempt to account for mountain waves explicitly in CAT forecast was recently reported by Elvidge et al. (2017) . The turbulence forecasting system Graphical Turbulence Guidance (GTG), described in Sharman and Pearson (2017) , also contains several explicit mountainwave turbulence (MWT) algorithms, but none consider the effect of directional wind shear. Furthermore, a predictor for mountain-wave CAT is absent in the forecast issued by the Washington WAFC (Gill 2014) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the mechanism leading to wave breaking in directional shear flows is discussed. In section 3, the methodology used to select the turbulence encounter investigated here and the setup of the numerical simulations is presented. In section 4, the simulation results are described and further discussed in the light of the sensitivity tests presented in the same section. In section 5, the main conclusions of the present study are summarized.
Wave breaking mechanism in directional shear flows
For a hydrostatic, adiabatic, three-dimensional, and frictionless flow without Earth's rotation, under the Boussinesq approximation, the wave equation from linear theory (also known as Taylor-Goldstein equation) takes the form (Nappo 2012): 
whereŵ is the Fourier transform of the vertical velocity, N 0 is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency of the background flow, and the primes denote differentiation with respect to z. In vertically sheared background flows, the solution to (1) can be approximated as (Teixeira et al. 2004 )
where the bottom boundary condition isŵ(k, l, 0) 5
is the Fourier transform of the terrain elevation h(x, y). This corresponds to a firstorder Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation, where the vertical wavenumber m is defined as
as if N 0 , u 0 , and y 0 were constant, but where these quantities depend on z. Equations (2) and (3) are valid for any wavenumber vector (k, l) in the wave spectrum, as long as the background state variables N 0 and (u 0 , y 0 ) vary sufficiently slowly with height. In addition, by mass conservation, it can be shown that the Fourier transforms of the horizontal velocity perturbationsû
Orographic gravity waves excited by an isolated or complex orography can always be represented by a spectrum of wavenumbers, whose direction and amplitude depend on the bottom boundary condition [as shown by (2)]. Hence, the wave equation has to be solved for each wavenumber and, in physical space, the resulting wave pattern will be given by the Fourier integral (or sum) of their contributions (Nappo 2012) .
From the equations shown above it can be seen that, in directional shear flows, the mountain wave equation [(1) ] becomes singular at critical levels, where k H Á U 5 ku 0 1 ly 0 5 0. For a wavenumber approaching its critical level, m approaches infinity according to (3), and the Fourier transform of the vertical velocityŵ becomes small (ŵ / 0) according to (2). On the other hand, according to (4) and (5), the Fourier transform of the horizontal velocity perturbation diverges [(û 0 ,ŷ 0 ) / '] (Shutts 1998). The net result is an increase of the wave amplitude in the vicinity of a critical level. However, only wavenumbers with large spectral amplitudes approaching critical levels will in practice contribute to wave breaking (since this process is intrinsically defined in physical space) and the subsequent generation of turbulence; small-amplitude wavenumbers will be absorbed at the critical levels, as described by linear theory (Booker and Bretherton 1967) . Note also that the products ofû 0 andŵ, and ofŷ 0 andŵ, remain finite near critical levels [as shown by (2), (4), and (5)], despite the divergence ofû 0 andŷ 0 , since their amplification cancels out with the attenuation ofŵ. These products would in fact be exactly constant with height if there were no singularities in the integrals in the exponents of (2), (4), and (5), which account for the absorbing effect of critical levels (cf. Broad 1995; Teixeira and Miranda 2009 ).
The diagnosis of critical levels induced by directional wind shear can only be made in Fourier space (where the orientation and the amplitude of each wavenumber may be determined), as explained above, but it is the wave energy distribution by wavenumber in the wave spectrum that ultimately determines whether wave breaking occurs or not.
Methodology
a. PIREPs and case study selection Pilot reports (PIREPs) of turbulence were used to select cases where atmospheric turbulence was reported, in the presence of directional wind shear, over the Rocky Mountains. An accurate description of the PIREPs database used here is provided by Wolff and Sharman (2008) . In the same paper, those authors discuss generic issues and limitations of using pilot reports as a research tool (see also Schwartz 1996) . Here, we recall that while PIREPs represent a reliable method to determine turbulence occurrence, the information they provide about time, location, and turbulence intensity may not be accurate. More specifically, Sharman et al. (2006) showed that, on average, the uncertainty associated with pilot reports is 50 km along the horizontal direction, 200 s in time, and 70 m along the vertical direction. Despite this uncertainty, pilot reports have been conveniently employed in studies aimed at evaluating/validating turbulence occurrence (Kim and Chun 2010; Trier et al. 2012; Ágústsson and Ólafsson 2014; Keller et al. 2015) for lack of a better alternative.
In this paper, PIREPs are used to identify days where generic atmospheric turbulence, or MWT, was reported by pilots over the Rocky Mountains in the state of Colorado. In particular, moderate or severe turbulence reports within the upper troposphere (from 4 km to the tropopause height) are considered. The lowest 4 km of the atmosphere were excluded to eliminate low-level turbulence and directional wind shear associated with boundary layer processes. Note that the highest mountain peak considered here is about 4 km (above sea level), and the boundary layer height over mountainous terrain is expected to adjust to the terrain elevation following the topography, so exclusion of the lowest 4 km should avoid the boundary layer almost completely (DeWekker and Kossmann 2015) .
The analysis focused on the winter seasons of 2 years of data: 2015 and 2016. Climatologies of mountain-wave activity (Julian and Julian 1969; Wolff and Sharman 2008) show that this activity is larger over the Rocky Mountains during the winter months, when low-level winds are strong and westerly (i.e., perpendicular to the dominant mountain ridges). Furthermore, the stronger jet stream in winter favors the existence of both speed and directional wind shear via the thermal wind relation. The atmospheric conditions were evaluated using soundings measured upstream of the Rocky Mountains. The meteorological station selected was Grand Junction, Colorado (Fig. 1) , and the data were downloaded from the website of the University of Wyoming (http:// weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html). In Fig. 2 the wind speed and direction, as well as the atmospheric stability (quantified through the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency N 2 ) are shown at 0000 UTC 7 February 2015. This day was chosen as a case study because of the fairly continuous change of wind direction with height and a tropopause height of about 11 km. The existence of a high tropopause facilitates excluding the stability change with height taking place in its vicinity from the possible mechanisms causing wave breaking and, thus, responsible for the turbulence encounters reported in the first 10 km of the atmosphere (further indications that this is plausible are given below). As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the rate of wind turning with height is not constant but varies from a maximum of 508 km 21 at lower levels (up to 4 km) and 108 km 21 at higher altitudes (6-8 km), to a slower rotation rate (between 38 and 58 km
21
) in the atmospheric layers between 4 and 6 km and above 10 km, respectively. The stronger wind turning existing in the lowest few kilometers of the atmosphere is expected, being probably due to boundary layer processes. Figure 1b shows the location of the turbulence reports associated with the atmospheric conditions presented in Fig. 2 . These reports were issued between 2 h before and 1 h after 0000 UTC 7 February 2015. Table 1 provides details about the turbulence encounters such as type, altitude, time of occurrence, intensity of the turbulence, and the cubic root of the eddy dissipation rate « 1/3 (a standard measure of CAT) estimated from onboard data (Sharman et al. 2014 ).
b. Numerical simulations
The selected day was investigated by performing semiidealized numerical simulations using the WRF-ARW atmospheric model (Skamarock and Klemp 2008) . In this paper, by ''semi-idealized simulations'' we mean simulations performed by running the WRF Model in an idealized setup, but using as input data real orography (truncated as explained next) and a real atmospheric profile. Note that, as discussed in the introduction, the aim of the present paper is to assess whether the ingredients necessary for triggering mountain-wave breaking in the presence of directional wind shear existed for the atmospheric (and lower boundary) conditions under consideration. Therefore, this study does not attempt to simulate the full complexity of the flow on 7 February 2015 and of the associated turbulence events, for which detailed 3D weather fields and simulations with full physics (i.e., including a range of parameterizations) should be run.
The simulations used the model's dynamical core only (i.e., no parameterizations), and the flow was assumed to be adiabatic (no heat or moisture fluxes from the surface) and inviscid (no explicit diffusion and no planetary boundary layer). Furthermore, the Coriolis force was neglected (these two latter choices are justified below). The top of the model domain was at 25 km, and a 7-kmdeep Rayleigh damping layer was used to control wave reflection from the upper boundary.
An isotropic horizontal grid spacing of D x 5 D y 5 1 km was used, and the model's vertical grid comprised 100 stretched eta levels, corresponding (approximately) to equally spaced z levels (Dz 5 250 m). With this resolution, we can expect the dominant mountain waves to be sufficiently well resolved by the model. Indeed, the dominant vertical wavelength of the gravity waves launched by the Rocky Mountains may be estimated using a 2D hydrostatic approximation as l z ' 2pU/N ' 6 km, if we take as a representative values N 5 0.01 s 21 and U 5 10 m s
21
.
The choice of a representative background wind speed is difficult, as will be discussed in more detail in section 4 (test 3), because the wind speed varies between 7 and 16 m s 21 in the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere. Even considering the lowest and highest values in the range of wind speed variation, which correspond to l z ' 4 and 10 km, respectively, we can still expect to resolve the dominant mountain waves extremely well. Since from linear theory, in directional shear flows the vertical wavelength of wave components with critical levels becomes indefinitely small, the vertical resolution might be a more serious limitation than suggested by these rough estimates. However, because wave breaking happens in physical space and this singular behavior at critical levels occurs in spectral space, a range of scales is actually involved in a given wave breaking event. The numerical simulations of Guarino et al. (2016) (using a comparable vertical resolution) suggest that such resolutions are sufficient to capture the smallest scales in flow overturning regions (see their Fig. 5 ).
Each model simulation lasted 10 h and model outputs were stored every 15 min. Because of the idealized model configuration and the relatively small domain used (see below), a spinup time of 1 h was found to be sufficient for sound waves to leave the computational domain (their speed is '1000 km h 21 )
and for a quasi-stationary mountain-wave field to be established. Table 1 , and surrounding landmarks. The numbered aircraft symbols correspond to the turbulence reports' IDs in Table 1 , the different colors are black for ModT, red for SevT, blue for ModMWT, and pink for SevMWT. The map only shows the portion of the Rocky Mountains used in the semi-idealized runs. Note that the black outline is only used to delimit the figure and does not correspond to the simulation domain.
The model was initialized using the wind profile and the atmospheric stability profile shown in Fig. 2 . A portion of the Rocky Mountains range (the rectangular area in Fig. 1 ), downstream of the Grand Junction meteorological station (for the predominant flow direction), with a (zonal) length of 223 km and a (meridional) width of 144 km was chosen as the lower boundary condition. The terrain elevation data come from the U.S. Geological Survey's 1-arc-s resolution national elevation dataset (NED), resampled to 1 km. Open lateral boundary conditions were used. The real orography was placed approximately in the middle of the computational domain in order to avoid steep terrain at the lateral boundaries. Numerical instability arising from high vertical velocities as the incoming flow moves from flat to steep terrain was avoided by applying a smoothing along the edges of the topography. In particular, 10 grid points were used to smooth the terrain elevation departing from the edge of the topography. The total size of the simulation domain is 400 km 3 400 km.
Although by choosing such a large mountainous region as a forcing the effects of the Coriolis force on the dynamics of mountain waves may become important (af/U * 1, where a is a characteristic mountain half-width, f is the Coriolis parameter, and U is a velocity scale for the background wind), in this study rotation effects are neglected (by imposing f 5 0). The ambiguous definition of mountain width in this case with complex terrain makes af/U difficult to estimate. The value of af/U is much less than 1 if calculated taking into account a typical value for the width of single peaks in the mountain range [i.e., a 510 km, following Doyle et al. (2000) ], but on the contrary, it is large and of order 1 if calculated considering the mountainous region as a whole (i.e., a ' 100 km).
To assess to what extent the presence of Earth's rotation can influence the generation and propagation of mountain waves, a simulation in which the Coriolis force was allowed to act on the flow perturbations was run. Although some discrepancies were found between the two experiments with and without Earth's rotation, the overall flow pattern and, most importantly, the location of flow instability regions were only marginally affected. This in principle means that for our purposes the effect of the small-scale individual mountains is dominant, and that for the semi-idealized simulations presented here rotation effects are nearly negligible.
The neglect of diffusion implied by not using a turbulence closure aims to address an initially laminar state of the atmosphere from which turbulence arises as a consequence of static and dynamic instabilities caused by wave steepening and breaking. Neglecting the planetary boundary layer (PBL) may seem a radical approach, but additional simulations (not shown) using the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL parameterization showed that results did not change appreciably. Although the regions of flow instability were confined to a smaller region, they occupied essentially the same positions in space and were characterized by similar values of the Richardson number. An advantage of inviscid simulations is that they avoid the uncertainty associated with PBL parameterizations, which are known to be especially questionable over mountainous terrain (DeWekker and Kossmann 2015) .
The model setup described above was used for all performed simulations, including the sensitivity tests presented in the next section. Variations made to this initial configuration for each sensitivity test (i.e., changes in the orography, wind, and stability profiles) will be described in the results section that follows.
Results and discussion
a. Semi-idealized simulations: Real atmospheric sounding and orography
Instabilities generated within the computational domain were detected by looking at fields such as the potential temperature, the magnitude of the wave horizontal velocity perturbation vector (u 0 , y 0 ), and the Richardson number of the total flow including the wave perturbation Ri out . The Richardson number was calculated at each model grid point using centered finite differences. Because the model vertical resolution is such that mountain waves are sufficiently well resolved (see section 3b for details), the Ri field is expected to be well resolved, too. Indeed, because of the idealized nature of the simulations presented here, mountain-wave propagation and breaking are the only reason for the modulation of Ri. Note that since the simulations are inviscid, and thus no turbulence parameterizations are used, Ri out values of less than 0.25 and/or 0 are used to detect dynamical (Ri out , 0.25) and convective (Ri out , 0) instability regions that can potentially evolve into turbulence. Ri out values from inviscid simulations provide information on how close the flow can get to instability, without being affected by the parameterized turbulent mixing that would immediately act to restore the flow stability and neutralize layers with N 2 , 0. Figure 3a shows the grid points in the computational domain where Ri out is lower than 0.25. The Ri out # 0.25 field was computed between 4 and 18 km, which corresponds (approximately) to the region between the height of the highest mountain peak and the height of the sponge layer employed in the simulations. The first 4 km of the atmosphere were excluded from the analysis because of unrealistic atmosphere-ground interactions that develop in frictionless simulations, leading to low Ri values just above the ground (Guarino et al. 2016) . As shown in Fig. 3a , low Ri values occur just above the mountain peaks (in relation, perhaps, to the aforementioned atmosphereground interactions), between 6.5-and 10-km heights and between 15-and 18-km heights. While the highest-level instabilities occur in the stratosphere and therefore no pilot reports are available for validation purposes (aircraft cruise altitudes are usually up to about 12 km), the region of low Ri values located between 6.5 and 10 km shows good agreement with the PIREPs database. Indeed, most of the turbulence reports indicate turbulence occurrence between 6 and 7.5 km (see Table 1 ).
In Fig. 4a contours of negative values of Ri out (indicating flow overturning) at z ' 7.5 km are shown. The background field is the terrain elevation. It can be seen that the location of the wave breaking event between 6-and 7.5-km heights, mentioned above, agrees well with the turbulence report 1 marked in Fig. 1b (ModT 1 in Table 1 ), both in the vertical and horizontal directions.
In sections 4b and 4c, attention will be focused on analyzing to what extent directional wind shear is primarily responsible for the wave breaking event displayed in Fig. 4a (note that at different simulation times and at different locations we can observe more wave breaking events; however, as the availability of PIREPs is dictated by the flight routes, there are no turbulence reports directly linkable to those events).
b. Sensitivity tests
Despite the simplicity of the semi-idealized simulations performed, wave breaking events detected in the simulation domain cannot be automatically associated with the presence of directional wind shear. Indeed, at least three other possible environmental conditions able to modulate the gravity wave amplitude can be identified: 1) a sufficiently high or steep orography; 2) the variation of N with height, in particular at the tropopause; and 3) the speed shear in the wind profile. Sensitivity tests were performed to investigate the role of each of these physical mechanisms separately. Note that the unsteady nature of the flow in a wave breaking event makes comparisons between the simulations more difficult, since the evolution of two flows can be similar but asynchronous. The results presented next were analyzed through the use of animations of the studied quantities over time, and the snapshots presented in this paper are representative of the overall flow features detected. The mechanism responsible for wave breaking in directional shear flows is sensitive to the bottom boundary condition [as shown by (2)], which may play a crucial role in the wave breaking process. We can hypothesize that orographies with different shapes, heights, and orientations will excite waves with high energy at wavenumbers that have critical levels at different heights, or will interact with a given critical level (i.e., at a similar height) in a different way, depending on the spectral energy distribution [see section 2, or Guarino et al. (2016) for a more extended discussion].
To test the role of the lower boundary condition, two simulations with the same realistic input sounding presented in section 3 but idealized orographies were run. More specifically, the first sensitivity test was performed using an axisymmetric bell-shaped mountain given by
where, following Doyle et al. (2000) , the mountain height is H 5 2 km and its half-width is a 5 10 km, which are typical values for the Colorado Front Range (Doyle et al. 2000) . Note that a mountain height of 2 km is consistent with the mountain prominence relative to the surrounding terrain as seen by the incoming flow in the realistic orography simulation, because the Grand Junction station used to initialize the model is located at about 1.5 km above sea level. Unlike Doyle et al. (2000) , who modeled the Rocky Mountains using an idealized 2D ridge, in this experiment a 3D mountain is adopted. While it could be argued that a two-dimensional representation of the Rocky Mountains would provide a more realistic approximation to their large-scale structure, here we are interested in how the smaller-scale structure, which is intrinsically 3D, affects wave breaking, via fulfilment of the U Á k H 5 0 condition. In the case of a (perfect) 2D orography with l 5 0 the definition of critical level reduces to the one valid in unidirectional flows. However, the realistic orography considered here will certainly excite waves with wavenumber vectors spanning various directions (i.e., l 6 ¼ 0), so use of a 3D idealized mountain is justified. Furthermore, the horizontal propagation of 3D mountain waves affect the wave amplitude, and thus the likeliness of wave breaking and turbulence occurrence, as discussed in Eckermann et al. (2015) and Xu et al. (2017) . For the second sensitivity test, an idealized 3D mountain ridge containing a few peaks (Martin and Lott 2007) was used:
where the height of the highest peak in the mountain ridge is H 5 2 km; the characteristic horizontal length scale of the orography envelope is a rdg 5 50 km; and l s and l s , the horizontal wavenumbers of the smaller-scale orography, have been chosen so that the half-width of each peak (defined as the horizontal distance from the peak where the terrain elevation is half its maximum) is 10 km. From visual inspection, this reproduces reasonably well the dominant smaller scales present in the real orography. The orography profile defined using the above parameters extends over an area of approximately 180 km 3 130 km, is oriented northwestsoutheast and contains five peaks (see Fig. 3b ).
Although still drastically idealized, this orography approximates better the surface forcing imposed by the Rocky Mountains in terms of spatial extent (the fraction of the Rocky Mountains considered in this study extends over an area of about 220 km 3 150 km), the ridges' orientation (in particular of those peaks near which turbulence was observed, according to turbulence report 1), and introduces a range of scales that attempts to (partially) reproduce the many smaller-scale features of the real orography. Using this approach, the interaction between different wavenumbers excited by the orography can be taken into account.
In Figs. 3b and 3c the Ri out # 0.25 field obtained for the two idealized orography simulations is shown and compared to that obtained for the real orography simulation (Fig. 3a) . When an isolated mountain is used (Fig. 3c) , despite the idealized simulation setup, the model is able to reproduce the occurrence of dynamical instabilities at higher levels in the atmosphere but fails to predict the true location of the observed instability region. Indeed, most of the turbulence reports indicate turbulence between 6 and 7.5 km (Table 1) while, in this simulation, instabilities take place in a thin layer between '9.3 and 10 km. Furthermore, taking a closer look at the Ri out field reveals that no negative Ri out values exist, so no flow overturning caused by wave breaking is taking place in the simulation domain. However, when a mountain ridge with a few peaks is used (Fig. 3b ) the instability region is wider and more pronounced, contains negative Ri out values and, most importantly, resembles better the flow simulated using the real orography (Fig. 3a) . Flow instabilities occur at lower levels ('4 km), between 7.5 and 11.5 km (showing a better agreement with the observations), and also at higher altitudes ('14.5-16.5 km).
We can conclude that there is overall a poor agreement between these idealized simulations and the PIREPs, but significant improvements are observed when an orography profile with a few peaks is considered. This is a consequence of the fact that, although we still retain some elements needed to generate mountain waves that may break in directional wind shear (viz., a stably stratified atmosphere, representative values of mountain height and width, and a wind direction that changes with height), the wave solution obviously depends on the Fourier transform of the terrain elevation h(k, l) [see (2)]. Hence, the energy associated with each wavenumber excited at the surface is closely linked to the shape and orientation of the mountain profile. Consequently, the wave spectrum excited by an axisymmetric mountain, or an idealized mountain range, and by the realistic orography are quite different and the interaction between wavenumbers and directional critical levels differs accordingly.
2) TEST 2: THE TROPOPAUSE AND THE VARIATION OF N WITH HEIGHT
Previous studies (Worthington 1998; Whiteway et al. 2003; McHugh and Sharman 2013) pointed out how the interaction between vertically propagating orographic waves and the tropopause may trigger wave breaking and thus high-level turbulence generation. Furthermore, inhomogeneities in the atmospheric stability can cause wave reflection (Queney 1947 ) that, by constructive or destructive interferences between upward-and downward-propagating waves, can modulate the surface drag and the wave amplitude itself (Leutbecher 2001) . Similar wave modulations and modifications of the wave breaking conditions may be produced by sharp vertical variations in the background flow shear (Teixeira and Miranda 2005) .
Although the investigated turbulence encounter was reported at a height of about 7.3 km, and therefore it is quite distant from the tropopause (in Fig. 2c a substantial increase in N 2 that may be identified as the tropopause occurs at about 11 km), a simulation without the tropopause, more specifically, assuming a constant N 5 0:01 s 21 , was run. The aim of this simulation was to exclude as a possible cause for wave breaking the existence of significant wave reflections that could potentially take place not only because of the high value of N at the tropopause itself, but also because of the variation of N within the troposphere. This latter effect might also lead to substantial modulation of the wave amplitude by refraction [according to (2), (4), and (5)].
In Fig. 5 vertical (west-east) cross sections of the magnitude of the wave horizontal velocity perturbation vector (u 0 , y 0 ) are shown. The cross sections pass through the grid point where turbulence was reported (Y 5 180 km in Fig. 4a) , and the black contours delimit the regions where Ri out is negative. Figure 5a refers to the real sounding simulation and Fig. 5b to the simulation with a constant N. The studied wave breaking event, responsible for the negative Ri out values between 6.5 and 10 km, is present in both simulations. Although in Fig. 5b the instability regions are smaller, they present the same wake structure (discussed later in this section) visible in Fig. 5a where patches of negative Ri out propagate downstream. Also, at the same height, the (u 0 , y 0 ) magnitude has a very similar pattern (and value) in both flows.
This result indicates that wave reflection is probably not significant enough to cause wave breaking. However, the large stability jump at the tropopause cannot be ignored, and wave reflection is still expected to occur to some degree. An estimation of how much reflection should be expected for the stability profile in Fig. 2b can be obtained by calculating the reflection coefficient R 5 (N 2 2 N 1 /N 2 1 N 1 ), proposed by Leutbecher (2001) for 2D flows, where we omit the minus sign included by Leutbecher to make R positive. This expression for R is valid for waves traveling in layers with constant N 1 and N 2 . Since in the sounding of Fig. 2b, N 2 varies substantially, the values of N 1 and N 2 adopted here must be understood as averages below and above the large N maximum that corresponds to the tropopause, respectively. Taking N 1 5 0.01 s 21 at z 5 10 km and N 2 5 0.02 s 21 at z 5 11.2 km, we note that these are quite typical values for the troposphere and stratosphere and correspond to R 5 1/3. Therefore, we can expect that about one-third of the upward-propagating mountain waves be reflected back at the tropopause. However, in order for this reflection to cause wave enhancement, the phase of the reflected wave must also be properly tuned (Leutbecher 2001) . The N maximum at the tropopause could also lead to horizontally propagating waves trapped at that height (Teixeira et al. 2017 ), but since those waves decay exponentially in the vertical, their effect at z ' 6-7 km should be relatively modest. Hence, consistent with Fig. 5b , these do not seem to be the dominant mechanisms causing wave breaking. The analysis presented above suggests that the effects of the tropopause and of the N variation in general do not play an important role in causing the observed turbulence and, thus, are not of key relevance to the event under investigation.
3) TEST 3: THE SPEED SHEAR
Alongside the variation of N with height, the change of wind speed with height represents an additional factor able to modulate the amplitude of gravity waves [see (2), (4), and (5)]. In particular, it is known [and consistent with (4) and (5)] that a decreasing wind speed with height represents the best condition for wave steepening (Smith 1977; McFarlane 1987; Sharman et al. 2012) , which can facilitate the breaking of already-largeamplitude waves. As can be seen in Fig. 2b , overall, the speed shear is positive over most of the troposphere, where the wind speed tends to increase with height; however, regions where the wind speed decreases with height are also present.
The speed shear contribution was eliminated by modifying the input wind profile so that the u and y components varied with height accounting only for the observed change in the wind direction, neglecting the variation caused by the changes in wind speed, which was kept fixed at 10 m s 21 . The large wind speed variation for the specific day under consideration did not make it easy to identify a dominant wind speed. Indeed, while the wind speed of the flow crossing the mountain between 2.2-and 3.6-km altitude varies in the range 7-16 m s 21 , the wind speed over the mountain peaks is about 20 m s 21 . The value 10 m s 21 was chosen because it approximates better the wind speed at low levels, which is presumably responsible for generating the waves (see also test 4, in the following section, where this assumption is further tested). In Fig. 4b the Ri out , 0 field at z ' 7.5 km for the new simulation including only directional wind shear is shown. Both in Fig. 4a (the real sounding simulation) and Fig. 4b overturning regions with approximately the same location and having the same elongated shape are visible. Figures 6a and 6b show again contours of negative values of Ri out in west-east vertical cross sections passing through the point where turbulence was reported (Y 5 180 km in Fig. 4a ). Figure 6a corresponds to the simulation with the real input sounding, and Fig. 6c corresponds to the simulation without speed shear. Figures 6b and 6d show the same comparison but for the potential temperature fields. From Fig. 6 we can see that the wave breaking region occurs in the two simulations at similar altitudes (between 6 and 10 km).
Despite some differences between the two simulations (note that by modifying the input sounding we are modifying the background state in which the waves are generated), the occurrence of wave breaking does not seem to be related to the presence of speed shear.
A second test was performed to further assess the speed shear contribution to wave breaking. The input wind profile was again modified but this time the u and y components varied with height accounting only for the observed wind speed variation, and the directional wind shear was eliminated by using a constant wind direction (chosen as a ''dominant wind direction'' taken by inspection of the atmospheric sounding in Fig. 2a as 2608) .
In Figs. 5a and 5c vertical cross sections for the real sounding simulation (Fig. 5a ) and the speed shear-only simulation (Fig. 5c) with Ri out , 0. In Fig. 5a waves break at an altitude of about 7 km, as discussed in section 4a. When directional wind shear is removed (Fig. 5c ) no overturning regions where Ri out , 0 are observed within the troposphere (and lower stratosphere). However, in the speed shearonly simulation, wave breaking at z ' 15-17 km is intensified and here the magnitude of the (u 0 , y 0 ) vector increases up to 40 m s 21 .
The atmospheric sounding in Fig. 2b shows a net decrease of the wind speed with height in the layer between 14 and 18 km. This significant negative wind shear is probably responsible for the high-altitude wave breaking. In the absence of directional wind shear, the filtering of the waves at lower levels is removed and all the wavenumbers in the wave spectrum break at essentially the same height. Thus, the wave energy is dissipated in a thin layer, rather than over the entire troposphere, resulting in the larger velocity perturbations observed in Fig. 5c .
4) TEST 4: THE MOUNTAIN-WAVE AMPLITUDE
A last test was necessary to verify our hypothesis that waves are breaking because of critical levels imposed by the variation of the wind direction with height, and not only because of a highly nonlinear boundary condition such as is imposed by the Rocky Mountains. Indeed, for NH/U values larger than 1, linear theory breaks down and wave breaking is expected to occur even in unsheared flows (Huppert and Miles 1969; Smith 1980; Miranda and James 1992) .
For this purpose, simulations in which both wind speed and direction are kept constant were performed. In these simulations the wind direction was again set to 2608 and we used two different values of wind speed: U 5 10 and 20 m s
21
. As discussed in the previous section, the choice of a representative wind speed of the flow passing over the orography is difficult because of the large variation of U in the lowest 3.5 km of the atmosphere. In the sensitivity tests presented here, 10 m s 21 was used because it was assumed to be representative of the flow at lower levels, while 20 m s 21 was used to test the robustness of this assumption, and also because it is the wind speed just above the highest mountain peaks. Figure 5d compares the U 5 10 m s 21 simulation with the real sounding simulation of Fig. 5a . While in Fig. 5a the breaking region is again easily detected between 7 and 10 km, where patches of negative values of the Richardson number appear, for the simulation with a constant wind speed and direction (Fig. 5d) , the waves continue to propagate upward without breaking at the same heights and horizontal locations. This ability of the gravity waves to propagate to higher levels in the atmosphere supports the argument that, by removing the directional wind shear, we removed the mechanism responsible for wave breaking in the event under consideration (this test also directly compares with test 3, Fig. 4b , where U 5 10 m s 21 and directional wind shear is present). More specifically, without directional wind shear, the filtering of the wave energy by critical levels vanishes. Therefore, wavenumbers that would otherwise be absorbed into the mean flow, or increase their amplitude and cause wave breaking, remain essentially unaffected and keep on propagating upward. In addition to vertically propagating gravity waves, in Fig. 5d , a few instability regions are also visible, but not at the correct levels. The mechanism behind these instabilities, and the associated wave breaking, can only be related to the high amplitude of the surface forcing provided by the Rocky Mountains, conjugated with the decrease of density with height (which are the only possible wave breaking mechanisms active in this case).
When U 5 20 m s 21 is assumed (Fig. 5e ), large- when NH/U 5 2 the flow enters a ''flow around'' regime for which a significant part of the flow is deflected around the flanks of the obstacle and the generation of vertically propagating mountain waves is weakened. When NH/U 5 1 most of the incoming flow passes over the orography and wave breaking is favored (Miranda and James 1992) . In reality, the amplitude of the waves excited by the Rocky Mountains will be the result of a varying wind speed, and not of a fixed U. Therefore, although the flow simulated using U 5 10 m s 21 is closer to the one in Fig. 5a in terms of magnitude of the velocity perturbation vector, the wave breaking found when U 5 20 m s
suggests that the effective wind speed of the flow approaching the mountain can be decisive in causing wave breaking. We conclude that it is not possible to exclude self-induced overturning from the possible wave breaking mechanisms. Instead, this mechanism is probably acting alongside the directional wind shear mechanism (as discussed in more detail in the following section).
c. The directional wind shear contribution
While tests 2, 3, and 4 investigated the role of static stability, speed shear, and mountain-wave amplitude in causing the studied turbulence encounter, in this section more direct evidence that waves may break because of environmental critical levels associated with the presence of the directional wind shear will be presented and discussed.
Both in the horizontal cross section of Fig. 4 and in the vertical cross section of Fig. 5a , the region corresponding to Ri out , 0 exhibits an elongated shape that, departing from the first wave breaking point, extends downstream forming a certain (small) angle with the wind direction (which is very close to 2708) at that height. This downwind transport of statically unstable air seems to be a signature of breaking waves in directional shear flows. Based on linear theory arguments, Shutts (1998) demonstrated the existence of a flow feature known as ''asymptotic wake'' (see also Shutts and Gadian 1999) . The asymptotic wake is a consequence of wavenumbers approaching critical levels in directional shear flows and, more precisely, of a component of the background wind parallel to the wave phase lines that will advect the wave energy away from the mountain (in stationary conditions).
The asymptotic wake predicted by Shutts translates into lobes of maximum wave velocity perturbation extending along the wind direction at each height, but not perfectly aligned with it (Fig. 7a) . Steady linear theory predicts that shear will become indefinitely large in these flow regions. We speculate that the tail of negative Ri values in Figs. 4 and 5a, which is absent in all the breaking regions in test 4 (e.g., Fig. 5d ), is a manifestation of the asymptotic wake predicted by Shutts (1998) . Although the asymptotic wake is a feature of steady flow, it develops because of advection of the wave field by the wind at critical levels, which means that it can extend over long distances in short time intervals, even when the flow is not perfectly steady.
In Fig. 7 the magnitude of the horizontal velocity perturbation vector (u 0 , y 0 ) is shown for five different cases:
d Figures 7a and 7b show the flow behavior for orographic waves excited by an axisymmetric mountain [as described by (6)] in the case of a background wind direction that changes (backs) continuously with height (constant rate of rotation '148 km 21 ), a constant N 5 0.01 s 21 , and wind speed U 5 10 m s
21
. Figure 7a shows the analytical solution obtained from a linear model for such a flow, similar to that developed by Teixeira and Miranda (2009), in Fig. 7b the corresponding idealized numerical simulation (with H 5 1 km) is presented. The numerical setup for this idealized simulation is slightly different from the one presented in section 3 [see Guarino et al. (2016) for further details].
d Figures 7c and 7d correspond to test 1, therefore they depict simulations that use an idealized 3D orography [as described by (6)] and a set of idealized mountain ridges [as described by (7)], but a real atmospheric sounding.
d Figure 7e corresponds to the semi-idealized simulation that uses real orography and a real atmospheric sounding (more specifically, it focuses on a portion of the entire simulation domain shown in Fig. 4a , starting at X 5 240 km, Y 5 110 km).
The black contours are the lowest Ri out values for each simulation. Note that although in Figs. 7a and 7b the wind rotates counterclockwise and in Figs. 7c-e it rotates clockwise, this only modifies the quadrants in which the wave energy is advected at different heights (and so where the maximum of the wave perturbation field is), and the two sets of results may be seen as essentially equivalent via mirror and rotation transformations. The purpose of Fig. 7 is to show the progressive transition of the asymptotic wake structure as the degree of realism of the flow increases. The asymmetry of the wave perturbation field is visible in both Figs. 7a and 7b, where the left-hand branch extends to the northwest, asymptotically approaching the wind direction at that height (this is the asymptotic wake).
As we shift toward less idealized flows (Figs. 7c-e), this flow feature becomes less clear but it is still detectable (albeit mirrored). Proving the existence of the asymptotic wake in real case studies is of a particular interest, since approximately hydrostatic mountain waves (such as the ones excited by the Rocky Mountains) are usually expected to break and cause turbulence just above the mountain peaks and not far downstream, but this is what seems to happen when an asymptotic wake is present (see in particular Fig. 5a ).
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE WAVE FIELD
A final piece of evidence supporting the importance of critical levels caused by directional wind shear is provided by spectral analysis carried out on the magnitude of the (u 0 , y 0 ) field. The quantity (u 0 , y 0 ) was chosen because of the strong amplification of the horizontal velocity perturbations at critical levels (Guarino et al. 2016 ). This spectral analysis will be first presented for the fully idealized simulation (with an idealized axisymmetric orography and idealized atmospheric sounding) introduced in the previous section, and then for the more realistic case being investigated. The analytical solution from linear theory and (b) equivalent cross section taken at z ' 7 km for a simulation with idealized orography and an idealized atmospheric sounding; (c) cross section taken at z ' 9.5 km for a simulation with idealized orography but a real atmospheric sounding (test 1) at t 5 360 min; (d) as in (c), but for a simulation with an idealized mountain ridge containing a few peaks; and (e) cross section taken at z ' 7.5 km for the semi-idealized simulation with real orography and a real atmospheric sounding at t 5 105 min. Note that (e) corresponds to a portion of the simulation domain shown in Fig. 4a , starting at X 5 240 km, Y 5 110 km.
In Fig. 8 1 the 2D spatial power spectra of the horizontal velocity perturbation field, computed at different heights from the fully idealized simulation, are shown. The five spectra correspond to (u 0 , y 0 ) horizontal cross sections taken at 3-, 6.1-, 7-, 10-, and 13-km heights, at a same simulation time. Note that Fig. 8c is the 2D power spectrum of Fig. 7b . Since the Fourier transform of a purely real signal is symmetric, in a 2D power spectrum all the information is contained in the first two quadrants of the (k, l) plane and the third (k , 0, l , 0) and fourth (k . 0, l , 0) quadrants are just mirrored images of the first (k . 0, l . 0) and second (k , 0, l . 0) quadrants, respectively.
For the idealized wind profile employed in this simulation, the continuous (and smooth) turning of the background wind vector with height creates a continuous distribution of critical levels in the vertical. At each critical level, the wave energy is absorbed into the background flow and this absorption affects one wavenumber in the spectrum at a time (i.e., at each level). Looking at the power spectra in Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the dominant wavenumber at each height (i.e., that with most energy) is the one nearly perpendicular to the incoming wind (i.e., the one having a critical level at that height). As a consequence, the wavenumber vector of the most energetic wave mode rotates counterclockwise following the background wind, but about 908 out of phase. It can also be seen that as the incoming wind rotates by a certain angle, the portion of the wave spectrum corresponding to wavenumbers perpendicular to the wind at lower levels has been absorbed. For example, in Fig. 8b the wind is from the south, departing from a westerly surface direction, so all the wavenumbers in the second quadrant (k , 0, l . 0) have been absorbed. When the background wind has rotated by 1808 (Fig. 8e ) practically all the wave energy has been dissipated, because all possible critical levels have been encountered at lower altitudes (Teixeira and Miranda 2009) [this is confirmed by flow cross sections (not shown) where no waves exist above the height where the power spectrum in Fig. 8e was computed].
It should be noted that the angle actually detected between the background wind direction and the most energetic wave mode at each height is slightly less than FIG. 8. 2D power spectra of the horizontal velocity perturbation field for an idealized numerical simulation of directional wind shear flow over an isolated axisymmetric mountain, computed at heights of (a) 3, (b) 6.1, (c) 7, (d) 10, and (e) 13 km. The axes show the wavenumber components along x and y. The black arrows indicate the wind direction at each height. 908. A plausible interpretation is that, although a wave reaches its maximum amplitude at a critical level in linear theory, this is also the height where it will break. For finite-amplitude waves, amplification and breaking tends to occur some distance below critical levels. Therefore, typically, the energy carried by a wavenumber vector perpendicular to the wind has already been absorbed, and so the angle between wavenumbers that still carry maximum energy (prior to breaking) and the local wind direction will be less than 908. An estimate of this effect can be obtained as follows. Taking the wave amplitude at wave breaking altitude as '500 m (not shown) and multiplying this by the turning rate of the background wind '148 km 21 , a misalignment of '78 is obtained. This is at least on the same order of magnitude as the value that can be estimated visually from Fig. 8 . When similar 2D power spectra are computed for the more realistic case under consideration, significant similarities can be seen. In Fig. 9 the 2D spatial power spectra computed from the semi-idealized numerical simulation are shown at heights comprising every kilometer of the atmosphere between 5.5 and 15.5 km. Figure 9c is the 2D power spectrum of Fig. 7e . The slower and nonconstant rate of wind turning with height characterizing this case makes it more difficult to detect the rotation of the dominant wavenumber following the wind. However, a rotation is still revealed by the changing orientation with height of the dominant wave energy lobes in the plots. In particular, approximate perpendicularity between the wind direction and the dominant wavenumbers can be seen between 7.5 and 10.5 km. These are the heights where, in physical space, most of the wave breaking occurs. Between 9.5 and 10.5 km, the wind direction remains essentially constant. At higher altitudes, 11.5-13.5 km, the wind rotation rate slows down and, as a consequence, the differences between spectra become harder to distinguish. By 13.5 km, because of the wave breaking taking place below and the FIG. 9. 2D power spectra of the horizontal velocity perturbation field for the semi-idealized numerical simulation presented in section 4a, computed at heights corresponding to each kilometer of the atmosphere between 5.5 and 15.5 km. Axes and black arrows are as in Fig. 8 .
ensuing critical-level absorption, most of the wave energy has been dissipated. Note that, just as in the idealized case of Fig. 8 , when measured more precisely the angle between the incoming wind vector and the dominant wavenumber vector is seen to be slightly lower than 908 (e.g., Fig. 9g ). The wave behavior inferred from the spectra in Fig. 9 , being essentially similar to that displayed in Fig. 8 , is equally explained by the mechanism leading to wave breaking in directional shear flows. In contrast, similar 2D power spectra computed for test 4 (not shown), where the wind direction is constant with height, display no selective wave-energy absorption as a function of height.
A final note on the power spectra of Fig. 9 concerns the modulation of the wave amplitude by the variation with height of background flow parameters. The existence of additional processes contributing to the wave dynamics is deducible from the power spectra computed between 9.5 and 12.5 km. Above 9.5 km the rotation of the wind slows down significantly and so it seems unlikely that directional critical levels are the only reason for the high-energy regions in the spectra of Figs. 9f-h. This is probably a consequence of changes in other background flow parameters with height, such as stability and wind speed. It was shown in Fig. 2b that the wind speed between 5.5 and 9.5 km decreases from 20.6 to 18 m s 21 . As mentioned previously [see test 3
and (2), (4), and (5)], this type of variation can cause the wave amplitude to increase. Additionally, the significant increase in N 2 starting at about 11 km can cause wave reflections [see test 2 and (2), (4), and (5)], which might also result in an enhancement of the wave amplitude at lower atmospheric levels by resonance. Although sensitivity tests 2 and 3 indicate that these mechanisms are not strong enough to cause wave breaking, they may still be strong enough for their influence on the wave amplitude to be revealed in the power spectra of Fig. 9 .
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, mountain-wave turbulence in the presence of directional vertical wind shear over the Rocky Mountains in the state of Colorado has been investigated. For the winter seasons of 2015 and 2016, days with a significant directional wind shear within the upper troposphere (from 4 km to the tropopause height) were identified by analyzing atmospheric soundings measured upstream of the Rocky Mountains at the Grand Junction, Colorado, meteorological station (GJT). Among these days, pilot reports (PIREPs) of turbulence encounters were used to select cases where moderate or severe turbulence events were reported.
A selected case was investigated by performing semiidealized numerical simulations, and sensitivity tests, aimed at discerning the contribution of mountain wave breaking caused by directional wind shear in the observed turbulence event. In these simulations, the WRF-ARW Model was initialized with a 1D atmospheric sounding from Grand Junction and a real (but truncated) orography profile. The orography was modified in sensitivity test 1, and the atmospheric sounding was modified in sensitivity tests 2, 3, and 4.
For the simulation with a realistic atmospheric sounding and orography, low positive and negative Richardson number values (used to identify regions of flow instability) occurred between 6.5 and 10 km, providing overall good agreement with the PIREPs.
In test 1, the role of the surface forcing in causing wave breaking was investigated. In particular, the lower boundary condition was modified and replaced with a 3D bell-shaped mountain and an idealized orography containing a few ridges. For these experiments, overall the agreement between model-predicted instabilities and PIREPs degraded. However, a better representation of flow dynamical and convective instabilities was achieved when the orography with a few peaks was considered. The results of test 1 support the hypothesis that, in directional shear flows, by exciting substantially different wave spectra, orographies with different shapes, heights, and orientations can change the nature of the wave-critical-level interaction.
In test 2, the effect of the tropopause and of the vertical variation of N on wave breaking were tested. The real atmospheric stability profile was replaced with an idealized profile prescribed by imposing a constant N 5 0.01 s
21
. Despite the constant stability, the investigated wave breaking event still occurred, and the flow cross sections showed essentially the same features observed in the real-sounding simulation.
In test 3, the influence of the variation of wind speed with height on wave steepening was explored. In a first test, the speed shear contribution was eliminated by modifying the atmospheric sounding so that changes in u 0 and y 0 were due to directional wind shear only, while the wind speed was kept constant at 10 m s 21 . In a second test, the directional wind shear contribution was eliminated by keeping the wind direction constant with height while the observed wind speed variation was retained. In the directional shear-only simulation, the investigated turbulence encounter was still present. In the speed shear-only simulation, no overturning regions were found in the simulation domain at z ' 7 km, where the studied turbulence encounter occurred. These tests suggest that wave breaking was not likely attributable to the presence of speed shear.
In test 4, the highly nonlinear boundary condition imposed by the Rocky Mountains [for which NH/U 5 O(1)] was studied. Both wind speed and direction were kept constant with height, but two different wind speeds were used, namely: U 5 10 and 20 m s 21 . For the 10 m s 21 simulation, NH/U 5 2, so mountain waves were relatively weak and propagated upward without breaking at the level where turbulence was observed. For the 20 m s 21 simulation, NH/U 5 1 and mountain waves broke at multiple altitudes. These tests show that for the orography and flow configuration under investigation, wave breaking is quite sensitive to the wind speed of the incoming flow. The large variation of U in the lowest kilometers of the atmosphere does not allow us to exclude self-induced overturning as a possible wave breaking mechanism. Instead, this mechanism probably coexists with the directional wind shear, which acts to localize vertically the wave breaking regions.
In connection with the studied wave breaking event, a significant downwind transport of unstable air was detected in horizontal cross sections of the flow. This allows mountain-wave-induced turbulence to be found at large horizontal distances from the orography that generates the waves. A possible explanation for the observed flow pattern is the existence of an ''asymptotic wake,'' as predicted by Shutts (1998) using linear theory for waves approaching critical levels in directional shear flows. The asymptotic wake translates into lobes of maximum wave energy extending roughly along the wind direction at a particular height, but not perfectly aligned with the wind. This peculiar flow structure was displayed by the horizontal velocity perturbation field (u 0 , y 0 ) in horizontal cross sections of the simulated flow. Critical levels associated with directional wind shear were further investigated using spectral analysis of the magnitude of the (u 0 , y 0 ) vector. This was done for a fully idealized flow and for the more realistic flow that is the main focus of the present paper. Power spectra of the horizontal velocity perturbation at different heights and changes in the corresponding wave energy distribution by wavenumber (i.e., wave energy absorption/enhancement) were analyzed.
For the fully idealized simulation, the continuous distribution of critical levels in the vertical makes the dominant wavenumber vector at each height be (almost) perpendicular to the background wind vector at that height. As a result, the wavenumber vector of the most energetic wave mode rotates counterclockwise, following the background wind 908 out of phase. The implications of this for the approximate perpendicularity between the background wind vector and the wave velocity perturbation vector at critical levels is discussed by Guarino et al. (2016) . For the semi-idealized simulation, it was still possible to detect a rotation of the dominant wavenumber with the wind, even if less clearly than in the idealized case. In particular, the wind direction and the dominant wavenumber were seen to be approximately perpendicular between 7.5 and 10.5 km where most of the wave breaking occurs in physical space.
The experiments discussed in this paper suggest that critical levels induced by directional wind shear played a crucial role in originating the investigated turbulence encounter (ModT 1 in Table 1 ). The directional wind shear contribution to wave breaking dynamics is particularly relevant to the problem of how the wave energy is selectively absorbed or dissipated at critical levels, which also has implications for drag parameterization (Teixeira and Yu 2014) . Furthermore, directional wind shear produces regions of flow instability far downwind from the obstacle generating the waves. This is a nontrivial result, especially for hydrostatic mountain waves, which are expected to propagate essentially vertically, and are therefore treated in drag parameterizations using a singlecolumn approach. This downstream propagation of instabilities, which is a manifestation of the ''asymptotic wake'' predicted by Shutts (1998) , hence, represents an overlooked turbulence generation mechanism that, if adequately taken in account, might improve the location accuracy of mountain-wave turbulence forecasts.
The semi-idealized approach used here was particularly well suited to the aims of the present study, as it allowed us to isolate and investigate separately different wave breaking mechanisms. However, the simplifications adopted in the numerical simulations constitute a source of uncertainty regarding the applicability of the results to real situations. Making the numerical simulations more realistic by including missing physical processes (e.g., boundary layer effects, moisture, and phase transitions), would therefore be a natural next step to further understand the observed turbulence event.
